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Sonometers vs centimeters

During my first year as a medical student, we had this radiologist who taught us once a week. He kept talking about things that were 2 long sontimeters or whatever, and I had no idea what he was talking about. When I realized that a sontimeter was the same as an inch, the semester was over. In an informal medical investigation, when asked how to utter
the word inch: I still don't understand. Why do some doctors insist on saying sontimeter? Note: Thanks to Dr. Grumpy for the inspiration on the cartoon My mother was an RN nurse for ten years and then an anesthesiologist nurse for 35 years. It always says sonometers instead of centimeters. Have new people in the medical field still taught how to
pronounce it this way? Is there any story behind the alternative pronunciation? This discussion from another board suggests that it has something to do with the French. My wife is also an RN and does the same thing - actually my wife pronounces it as sahnt-o-meter. When I asked her why she does this, she insists that it is the correct pronunciation because
the word comes from French. My answer has always been that the word is now totally English, and we do not utter other words (such as the restaurant) that come from the French in an exaggerated fake-French. No one else in the scientific community in the United States pronounces it this way, including chemists and physicists who use the routine unit.
Personally, I think it's a hypercorrection that has spread through nursing schools in this country. Right outside the wikipeida article, hypercorretions like these are often combined with the desire to look formal or educated, which I attributed to an inferiority complex that some nurses have around doctors. Some of the other medical professions (including
doctors, who should know better) have taken it from nurses. If nurses now pronounce it as sahn-o-meter, dropping the t-sound for op, then hypercorrection is getting worse instead of decreasing. It's a Latin prefix, not French. Why would you pronounce it French? Snails: It is a Latin prefix, not French. Why would you pronounce it French? Why did the IS start
with the French, not the Romans? Well, the centimeter is a System International unit. System International is an improved derivation of the metric system. The metric system was created in... France. ... and it was dug right here in GQ, I see. robby: My wife is also an RN and does the same thing - actually my wife pronounces it as sahnt-o-meter. When I asked
her why she does this, she insists that it is the correct pronunciation because the word comes from French. And it's not even the real pronunciation French. Floater: And it's not even the French correct. Hence the whole hypercorrection discussion mentioned above. In fact, my wife wife on correcting me when I say it correctly. The last time I was in France,
everybody said T. From time to time I listen to the radio or TV French and still pronounce it. In French is son-ti-mett-ruhs. ETA: A sonometer is something very different. KneadToKnow: Why did the IS start with the French, not the Romans? And they used the language of the Romans (and the Greeks). If they wanted to pronounce it as it was originally, they
should give it a hard c. Quartz: The last time I was in France everyone pronounced the T. From time to time I listen to the radio or TV French and still pronounce it. In French is son-ti-mett-ruhs. They wouldn't have pronounced the s in the end. snails: They wouldn't pronounce the s at last. Pretty correct. There was a discussion about the SDMB years ago
about this. For some reason, at one point, nursing schools began teaching student nurses to pronounce centimeters as if the first vowel were an a. So he seemed to be sontimenter. If anyone knows how to look deep enough, you can find the thread from years ago on this. snails: They wouldn't pronounce the s at last. True. Google Translate, for example, is
useful in these cases. Example: fr|centimeters I've never heard of sonometre, but I'm not around with anyone in the medical field. In a related note, why is the kilometer thick (but not always) pronounced with the metro part as a mitter, even if this is never done in centimeters, millimeters, etc.? At least in Canada, it is the common pronunciation for more
random uses such as giving directions. My friend's wife is an MD and she pronounces it this way (sohnt-a-meter). She was never a nurse, Btw. It's a strictly nurse thing, or do doctors generally pronounce it that way, too? IANA medicare anything. But as a patient I've never heard a U.S. doc use any pronunciation other than CENT-ih-me-ter with cent that
sounds like sent as in the mail, and metro sounds just like gas meter, volt meter, etc. My experience with other medical people in an office environment is the same. So far I've avoided hospitals, so I can't offer anecdotes about this. OTOH, it's an absolute mystery to me why almost everyone refuses to pronounce the kilometer correctly, for example KILL-oh-
me-ter, and also because they think the gram part of KILL-oh-Gram is both silent and invisible. Grrr. Bugs the devil out of me. In this sense, I think I am pleased that the metric system is not really used in the United States. It means I don't have to feel that ignorance every day. My wife is an RN and she (and all the other nurses I know) pronounce Cent-o-
meter. The only people I've heard of Sahn-o-meter are MD. been in medicine. transcription courses for almost a year, and about half of dictators (pathologists, specialists, radiologists) say cent-i-meters and the others say sahn-ah-meters. Who cares if someone is a nurse or a PhD, it's one hundred, one meter. While there are, it is not kilom-e-ter, it is kil-o-
meter. Look at it this way, would you say kilog-gram or kilo-gram? Everything has to do with education... rayman5321: While there are, it's not kilom-e-ter, it's kil-o-meter. Look at it this way, would you say kilog-gram or kilo-gram? Poll: How do you pronounce 'Kilometer'? next page → this puzzled me for a while. Does anyone know why so many doctors
pronounce it sonometer? This is a mystery to anyone 35 and under. Part of it is inertia, I think -- even if you've been raised on cent, hearing your elders say sont and wanting to emulate them will cause some drift. However, I think the Commonwealth thing (UK, Canada, India, Aus, N.N.) may have some legs as far as sont va is concerned. Sometimes I slip in
and call it a sound gauge. I'm not Canadian, but many of my people here and professors have pronounced it as a sontometer. Maybe they were anore? I also pronounce medulla as muh-dull-uh instead of muh-dU-la. Sometimes I slip in and call it a sound gauge. I'm not Canadian, but many of my people here and professors have pronounced it as a
sontometer. Maybe they were anore? I also pronounce medulla as muh-dull-uh instead of muh-dU-la. centimeter: a tenth of a meter. A standardized unit of measurement on which the French can also agree, including the French and Canadians. saunameter: A device that measures the temperature and humidity index of a sauna. They pronounce it
saunameter because of their desire to take steam, which is also why they try to humiliate residents at conferences. Anziantive? Maybe. Pretext of brilliance? Certainly. I have no idea. I think I'm pretending. And I find it disconcerting that only MDs do that. I've never heard of a scientist or engineer pronouce this way. is Hopkins' thing from what I understand. A
lot of PPL who trained there, and then they trained other people... I hear it all the time. They say Sont-a-meter all over the South. I have no idea why. I wonder if it has anything to do with the south which is the old part French the country. I'm pretty sure the French would say it that way, sont-a-meet-air. English/Canadian/Aussies etc don't say SONT-A-meter
BTW. I'm pretty sure the French would say it that way, sont-a-meet-air. This reminds me of a big quote from Simpson: It's Chow-dah, say Frenchie, it's Chow-dah!!! Chau-duuur As for the centimeter, I think the French give it son-tee-meh-three I always thought it was the surgeons who said sontimeter... I wondered if these people also say that 2 quarters is 50
sonts. On a similar note: Is it um-bih-li-kiss or um-bih-LIKE-iss? I always thought it was the first, but everyone seems to say the second. Oh brother. first time i heard sontimetres was in a class of neuroanatomy and all just laughing at this neurosurgeon. It's become a running joke in our classroom now. As for Um-bi-like-cus we had an anatomy teacher sit
down one day and explain to us that this was the correct pronunciation and that we were all saying bad for years. He's pretty involved in things like that, so most of us started to say it his way. It's just easier. 2 weeks ago, he was walking in front of a group of us and heard a first year say sys-tole (and not sys-tole-ee) all of us 2nd years old started laughing as
he launched into an improvised lesson on how correct pronunciation has 3 syllables. There's a pool going on for when he'll finally convince the faculty to let him teach a medical pronunciation class. There's a pool going on for when he'll finally convince the faculty to let him teach a medical pronunciation class. I think I'd really do that course. It took me forever
to have air-eh-thema right. I still struggle with air-eh-theme-ah-tuss sometimes. Fyi.... This is a pronunciation accepted according to Webster. In addition, it comes from the French (from which our word cent derives), which is pronounced santi-meter. Some of us have been trained by others who have pronounced it this way and also, in my case, speak
French, hence the favorite (or habitual), although very deried in this country, sanctimeter. I never found it pretentious; at least not as much as those who try to correct others. While we're on the subject, does anyone else hear the fee-moral pronunciation? I've heard a couple of people use it, and that drives me crazy. I thought it was a surgeon thing. my father
was a cutter and says : so-no-meter Originally, as I baby, that's how I thought it was pronounced ... The thing is, I've never heard normal people say sontimeter, just medical people. centimeter: a tenth of a meter. A standardized unit of measurement on which the French can also agree, including the French and Canadians. 1/10 of a METER? Hello? Am I the
only anore around here? I thought it was a surgeon thing. my father was a cutter and says : so-no-meter Originally, as I baby, that's how I thought it was pronounced ... The reason I think it's pretentious is because you have to learn to pronounce it that way. Besides Joel Fleischman, most of us have learned inch. To become a sontimetric person, at some
point during your medical education, you should change the way you say it. I don't think I can say that without laughing. Duodenum is another one who takes me. I feel like we have to go around barefoot with banjo music in the background when I pronounce it duo-dee-num, but I do it anyway. Duodenum is another one who takes me. I feel like we have to go
around barefoot with banjo music in the background when I pronounce it duo-dee-num, but I do it anyway. That's the way I thought it was pronounced. Apparantly the correct way is Doo-AWE-den-um. Doo-AWE-den-um. think that saying sanctimeter is a little ostentatious. do these same people say santury instead about the century? I don't think so, unless
you're French/Canadian. do you think that the woodmomen and construction workers say sanctimeter? um-bil-i-cus -&gt; 2 alternate pronunciation (&amp;#365;m-b&amp;#301;l'&amp;#301;-k&amp;#601;s, &amp;#365;m'b&amp;#601;-l&amp;#299;' k&amp;#601;s) This site has a link to an audible pronunciation -&gt; cen-ti-me-ter (s&amp;#277;n&amp;#601;-
m&amp;#275;' t&amp;#601;r) &amp;#277; sounds like and in pEt &amp;#601; sounds like an in about, u in the circus, and in element. This means that the second syllable 'ti' should NOT be pronounced as 't&amp;#301; ' or 't&amp;#299; ' ( &amp;#301; sounds like i in pit &amp; &amp; &amp;#299; it's like y in by). Unfortunately, many ppl pronounce 'ti' as
t&amp;#301; instead of t&amp;#601;. Fyi.... This is a pronunciation accepted according to Webster. Webster's? I tried their dictionary online, but it's not 'nt showing any other accepted pronunciation. EDIT: oh wait seen on merriam-webster. the alternative use is 'sàn-' where -- it sounds like a father. In addition, it comes from the French (from which our word
cent) derives.. comes from centimes? and cent is derived from it? centimeter 1801, from France, coined by the Latin centum (hundreds) - meter French. cents c.1400, from the Latin centum (hundreds). M.E. which means it was a hundred, but moved to a hundred part under infl. Chosen in 1786 as the name for the U.S. currency unit by the Continental
Congress. The name was first suggested by Robert Morris in 1782 with a different currency plan. Before the cent, colonial dollars were estimated in ninety years, based on the exchange rate of Pennsylvania money and spanish currency. centi- a metric prefix meaning one cent, or 0.01. The prefix comes from the Latin word centum percent. meter units of
length, 1797, from mètre French, from Greek metron measure, from pie base -me- measure (cf. Gk. metra lot, portion, Skt. mati misure, matra misura, Avestan, O.Pers. ma-, L. meters to measure). Developed by P. Academy of Sciences for the weight and measurement system based on a decimal system originating in 1670 by Fr. Priest Gabriel Mouton.
Originally intended to be one tenth millionth of the length of a meridian quadrant. Webster's? I tried their dictionary online, but it's not 'nt showing any other accepted pronunciation. EDIT: oh wait seen on merriam-webster. the alternative use is 'sàn-' where -- it sounds like a father. comes from centimes? and cent is derived from it? centimeter 1801, from
France, coined by the Latin centum (hundreds) - meter French. cents c.1400, from the Latin centum (hundreds). M.E. which means it was a hundred, but moved to a hundred part under infl. in this sense in 1786 as the name for the currency unit of the United States by the Continental Congress. The name was first suggested by Robert Morris in according to
a different currency plan. Before the cent, colonial dollars were estimated in ninety years, based on the exchange rate of Pennsylvania money and spanish currency. centi- a metric prefix meaning one cent, or 0.01. The prefix comes from the Latin word centum percent. meter units of length, 1797, from mètre French, from Greek metron measure, from pie
base -me- measure (cf. Gk. metra lot, portion, Skt. mati misure, matra misura, Avestan, O.Pers. ma-, L. meters to measure). Developed by P. Academy of Sciences for the weight and measurement system based on a decimal system originating in 1670 by Fr. Priest Gabriel Mouton. Originally intended to be one tenth millionth of the length of a meridian
quadrant. Thank you for (so thoroughly) correcting me. Fyi.... This is a pronunciation accepted according to Webster. In addition, it comes from the French (from which our word cent derives), which is pronounced santi-meter. Some of us have been trained by others who have pronounced it this way and also, in my case, speak French, hence the favorite (or
habitual), although very deried in this country, sanctimeter. I never found it pretentious; at least not as much as those who try to correct others. While we're on the subject, does anyone else hear the fee-moral pronunciation? I've heard a couple of people use it, and that drives me crazy. All very good, but most people trained in U.S. medical schools speak the
American dialect of English. An insect with 100 legs, centipedes or sontypes? A unit of measurement that designates 100 years, a sontury or a century? Umbi-like-us ir umbili-cus? Let's say, umbilical cord umbi-like-al? I know a lot of people who say umbi-like-us except when you use it as an adjective. By the way, in English, a bug is incorrect. according to
the small entry that emerges from my computer (thanks to Stedmans Electronic Medical Dictionary, ver 6.0 (2004) is not child-nothing. When I was a first-year medical student, I was transcribing for my cardiovascular physiology class when the professor started talking about sonimeters. After spending 10 minutes online searching for the spelling of this unit of
measurement I assumed was specific to some cardiac imaging modes, I eventually broke down and asked my sophomore roommates, who burst into loud laughter and explained the sonmeter to me. First I would rinse my MD to become a chiropractor and then yield to the rattle crowd. Here's one: One of the Ophtho participants I used to work with
pronounced eye muscles like Obe-like. That's what he said... we have an orbital fracture of the floor with a lower OB-LIKE entrapment! When he thought about it, he also pronounced the inch snooges. Good boy, though. Thank you for (so thoroughly) correcting me. №... they don't realize I was correcting you. was adding to your statement, from what I had
read about on and dictionary sites. I thought yours was a legitimate alternative version of how cent came from 'centime'... don't tell me that u were just bull,ting What about dizziness? Ver-tie-go or vert-i-go? ver-ti-go -&gt; v't&amp;#301;-g&amp;#333;' .... which means it's you and not your tie. Also the 'go' is short and stops suddenly, and not stretched. 1528,
Middle English, from latin vert&amp;#299;g&amp;#333;, to be vertended, in turn. if you notice in Latin dizziness, it's like tie and going is stretched like toes. So choose your choice... if you want to play middle English or Latin. But if enough ppl pronounce a word in a unique way (I don't say wrong way), that soon becomes an acceptable alternative
pronunciation. So each faction will continue to say so in the way it wants it pronounced, in the hope that it will become the dominant form of pronunciation. Umbi-like-us ir umbili-cus? Let's say, umbilical cord umbi-like-al? They say a umbi-like-al cable. №... they don't realize I was correcting you. was adding to your statement, from what I had read about
etymology and dictionary sites. I thought yours was a legitimate alternative version of how cent came from 'centime'... don't tell me that u were just bulling ver-ti-go -&gt; v'#301&amp;#301;-g&amp;#333;' .... which means it's you and not your tie. Also the 'go' is short and stops suddenly, and not stretched. 1528, Middle English, from latin
vert&amp;#299;g&amp;#333;, to be vertended, in turn. if you notice in Latin dizziness, it's like tie and going is stretched like toes. So choose your choice... if you want to play middle English or Latin. But if enough ppl pronounce a word in a unique way (I don't say wrong way), that soon becomes an acceptable alternative pronunciation. So each faction will
continue to say so in the way it wants it pronounced, in the hope that it will become the dominant form of pronunciation. In Latin, it would be something like ware-tee-go. And in American English, there is no difference between elongated and un elongated vowels in most settings thanks to the Great Vowel Shift. As far as I know, the only correct pronunciation
for vertigo is with a short i as big, and stress on the first syllable. In Latin, it would be something like ware-tee-go. Hmm..... well in the Latin word vert&amp;#299;g&amp;#333;, &amp;#299; is pronounced as in tie and &amp;#333; is pronounced as in your finger. To be pronounced ware-tee-go, instead of &amp;#299; should have been &amp;#275; and
instead of &amp;#333; should have been &amp;#335; (which is &amp;#275;g&amp;#335;) All very good, but most people trained in U.S. medical schools speak the American dialect of English. An insect with 100 legs, centipedes or sontypes? of measure that designates 100 years, a sontury or a century? Umbi-like-us ir umbili-cus? Let's say, umbilical cord
umbi-like-al? Well, I haven't been trained in the United States, and I'm used to the sanctimeter way, and I'm just making the point that it's both they are correct and that instead of wasting our limited time on correcting people for wrong statements we should accept that the English language has many variables, some of which make no sense. №... they don't
realize I was correcting you. was adding to your statement, from what I had read about etymology and dictionary sites. I thought yours was a legitimate alternative version of how cent came from 'centime'... don't tell me that u were just bulling. NO not BSing, it was said that it came from the Fr centime, but frankly it did not verify that I (and as speaker Fr saw
no reason not to believe it). I just call erverything borborygmous and jump struggling with pronunciations. Sontometer makes my skin crawl. I remember the first time I heard one of our professors (a GI doc) say so at the conference. An unknown problem has occurred. I thought I was the only one gritting my teeth every time a visitor says sontimeter... On a
related note, it may be a Miami thing, but a lot of my frequenters and professors used to say dilation as in aortic root dilation. This absolutely took me up the wall. It is not said to dilate when inflating a balloon catheter in a stenosed vase, it is dilated. Similarly, it is dilated cardiomyopathy not dilated cardiomyopathy. So, where the hell can't people say dilation?
On a related note, it may be a Miami thing, but a lot of my frequenters and professors used to say dilation as in aortic root dilation. There is actually a word called Dilation, used mainly in the medical field and has the same meaning as dilation. But there are no verbs like dilated or dilated, just an adjective (dilation). MediCane... I just wanted to give you a
thumbs up about your choice of song on your myspace profile. This is a mystery to anyone 35 and under. Part of it is inertia, I think -- even if you've been raised on cent, hearing your elders say sont and wanting to emulate them will cause some drift. However, I think the Commonwealth thing (UK, Canada, India, Aus, N.N.) may have some legs as far as sont
va is concerned. I grew up in the UK. Always said cent. not sont. but I still say aluminum NOT aluminum. I SAID sont. Ugh. What about prevention and prevention? There is actually a word called Dilation, used mainly in the medical field and has the same meaning as dilation. But there are no verbs like dilated or dilated, just an adjective (dilation). Really?
Well, then I'm correct. I've never seen a word like that in any dictionary I've looked at in, but I'll buy it exists. Still annoying, although Page 2 This is a mystery to anyone 35 and under. Part of it is inertia, I think -- if you have been raised on cent, hearing your elders say sont and wanting to emulate them will cause some drift. However, I think that the What (UK,
Canada, India, Aus, N.N.) may have some legs as far as sont va is concerned. Definitely NOT a Canadian thing, we make it sent-a meter like most of the others. And du-wad-en-um is a bad pronunciation for a nice structure. Duo-dee-num please. I've never seen a word like that in any dictionary I've looked at... Here's a dictionary -&gt; However, I think the
Commonwealth thing (UK, Canada, India, Aus, N. ) can have some legs as far as it goes. Hmm... I can assure you that Indians trained in English (and it's usually English RP) don't say 'sont'. Hmm... I can assure you that Indians trained in English (and it's usually English RP) don't say 'sont'. So, now, for the third time (Canada, UK and India) he's corrected
me. 1. read the thread - I recognized this 2. Understood! On the other hand, if you're just asserting your point of view, I appreciate it. I see he doesn't have legs. And, therefore, I have no idea where it came from. That puzzled me for a while. Does anyone know why so many doctors pronounce it sonometer? sontimeter people should be beaten with the ugly
stick, as should people 'shed-yule' um, also very annoying: 'naw-zha' (nausea) I think the whole sonmeter thing comes from a northeast pronunciation (i.e. Boston)... Hmm..... well in the Latin word vert?g?, ? is pronounced as in tie and ? is pronounced as in your finger. To be pronounced ware-tee-go, instead of ? should it have been? and instead of ? should
it have been? (which is vert?g?) You're confusing latin and English pronunciation guides. The i with the line (macron) on it in Latin means that it is as long (literally) as an elongated ee. In Latin, unlike English, the length of the vowel counts. Not that this is relevant in life anyway, unless you're a linguist, which I am. Not that this is relevant in life anyway, unless
you're a linguist, which I am. So, Mr. Nerdoscience, what's the origin of the subntimeter? do you think that the woodmomen and construction workers say sanctimeter? They say 'two by four' (never heard refer to a 5.08cm card per 10.16cm). So, Mr. Nerdoscience, what's the origin of the subntimeter? It is the influence French, as was previously determined in
this thread. The metric system has many historical ties to France, but I honestly don't know if that's why pronunciation exists. Merriam Webster has both senti and sonti listed as acceptable pronunciations. All these words are really easy for me to say as I speak almost exclusively French. Words like centimeter, acetylcholine or whatever else is really easy for
us to pronounce. All these words are really easy for me to say because almost exclusively French. Words like centimeter, acetylcholine or whatever else is really easy for us to pronounce. Centimeter is not difficult for anyone to pronounce. There are only two versions. Versions. it can use the mainstream (sent-ah-meat-er) or the pretentious minority version
Frenchy Sounding (sont-ah-meat-er) which is found only in medicine. That's all. The transitive verb de jour that I don't like: prognosticate - ie to predict. Why not just say 'predict', instead of wasting another hundred syllables trying to look smart? I agree that there is never any valid reason to say expansion instead of just expansion. Another unique
pronunciation I is pulp-pit-tations, transforming it into 4 syllables. Hmmm... interesting thread. It reminds me of a professor who teaches us the spread that cuh-PILL-ary said at medical school. He took the whole lesson to understand that he was saying capillary. He studied his Doctorate in England. It also made me think of the doctor (I don't remember which
country he was from) who kept saying AH-set-uh-MAH-nefen during the pain control class. I guess you couldn't say Tylenol. I noticed that I only say those words in the way that what I'm ever dating I'm working with does. centimeter: a tenth of a meter. A standardized unit of measurement on which the French can also agree, including the French and



Canadians. saunameter: A device that measures the temperature and humidity index of a sauna. They pronounce it saunameter because of their desire to take steam, which is also why they try to humiliate residents at conferences. Anziantive? Maybe. Pretext of brilliance? Certainly. Yes, pretense. I heard the participants talk about during my
rausidency......... I've heard two pronunciations of ibuprofen... one with emphasis on the bu and the other with emphasis i and pro. What's the matter with this? I'm doing an internship between M1/M2 and I was in a patient room with OB when she told me her cervix was dilated 2 sontimeters then turned to the patient and told her it was 2 centimeters! Since
then I've noticed that he uses sontimeters with healthcare professionals and centimeters with patients. Too much fun. I'm an engineer and the word is centimeters -- end of story. I've heard two pronunciations of ibuprofen... one with emphasis on the bu and the other with emphasis i and pro. What's the matter with this? I only heard one pronunciation of
ibuprofen... I've never heard i-BU-profen (thankfully, because it would also be annoying) Sontameeters is a meaningless pronunciation. The first part - sonta - comes from the dialect French for the prefix centi. The last part - the meeters - is the English way of saying meters. Combining them is ugly and useless. If anyone had a class, they would pronounce it
sonta-met, with both sides of the word remaining within the pronunciation French. If someone tells me sontameeters, they let me know that they are ignorantly pretentious who doubt their intelligence so much that they have to resort to saying words that intelligent sound, but I am actually dignified as ghetto jargon. Horrible. Horrible. it's a meaningless
pronunciation. The first part - sonta - comes from the dialect French for the prefix centi. The last part - the meeters - is the English way of saying meters. Combining them is ugly and useless. If anyone had a class, they would pronounce it sonta-met, with both sides of the word remaining within the pronunciation French. If someone tells me sontameeters, they
let me know that they are ignorantly pretentious that they doubt their intelligence so much that they have to resort to saying words that they think sound smart, but are actually dignified as ghetto jargon. Horrible. I totally agree, Substance. Why mix two languages to look smart? The first part is also not pronounced correctly in French. The correct way to
pronounce centimeters in French is: sahn-tee-MET-ruh. Which is far from being SAHN-uh-me-der. Although the English language is far from pure, we are all educated enough to use the word that already exists in English, rather than propagating new versions. I totally agree, Substance. Why mix two languages to look smart? The first part is also not
pronounced correctly in French. The correct way to pronounce centimeters in French is: sahn-tee-MET-ruh. Which is far from being SAHN-uh-me-der. yes, that's kind of it. The most common way I hear people pronounce this atrocity sounds more like sonometers. I've never heard a t-sound in the first syllable. If I did, I'd find it less questionable, but still bad.
The only thing I like about sonometer is that it has excellent predictive value for someone I'm going to think of is a pretentious d-bag. That's at least 95% for me. This is useful at times. Reactions: Morichka sometimes slips up and I call it a rattle. I'm not Canadian, but many of my people here and professors have pronounced it as a sontometer. Maybe they
were anore? I also pronounce medulla as muh-dull-uh instead of muh-dU-la. I think I pronounce it both ways... Last modified: April 21, 2011 My mother has been an L&amp;D nurse for 35 years. I grew up thinking that a sonometer was a separate unit of measurement that applied exclusively to a woman's cervix. Sigh. The first time I heard this I was watching
someone demonstrate an ultrasound procedure and I just thought it had something to do with sound with i'm. My other pea was this dating derm that kept going on on petrolatum the first time I heard this I was watching someone demonstrate an ultrasound procedure and I just thought it had something to do with sound with i'm. My other peeve was this dating
derm that kept going on on petrolatum Basically. Actually until just reading this thread I always thought he had dealing with ultrasound measurement. Doctors got excited about sonometers and couldn't stop using this new and fresh terminology. Hahaha..... so really his only excusable if if he actually talks French one who kills me, although I have no idea of
his legitimacy I just shudder when I hear him ... to me... anGINA - vaGINA I feel like I also remember an article that reported that the actual correct pronunciation of good ole c. diff was clostridium diffi-silly- . I'm not in medical school, so maybe he taught that way. No one in the hospital (myself included) says so, at the risk of more than one raised eyebrow.
That's all. non-trad like me has Sunday nights out, back to my te-KATE beer (temporarily in a redneck paradise). Pneumothorax vs. pneumothoraces. English vs Latin grammar. I studied this when our old MS3 surgery rotation director would mark people down on their presentations if they didn't use Latin. Although, from what I have seen all current textbooks
use English grammar. Grammar.
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